Thomas in America, Book 4
A Bad Dream
It must have been a bad dream. Whatever a dream really was. Thomas had heard
men talk of dreams occasionally, of strange experiences they had when they slept at
night. But, it sounded like nonsense to him. He never dreamed. He had never thought
that he dreamed, anyway. He never heard any other engine talk about having dreamed
anything, either. But, what else could it be? What indeed?
Thomas awoke to find himself in a strange place. He was startled. It was sort of
like what happened when he went to sleep on Sodor, and awoke to find himself in the
strange new place of brown drab land, three rail track, shabby buildings, and strange new
trains. A place in “Pennsylvania” with a station called “Girard.” He went to sleep in one
place and awoke in another, and now this was yet another place. He looked around.

At first, all seemed well, although a bit unusual and quite different. The grass was
green here! And, there was a tree! A green tree, decorated as if for Christmas! Was it
Christmas? And a nice stucco house. Could he be back on Sodor again? No, the track
had three rails. It was like it was at Girard, the drab, end of the branch line station, where
he had been living before awakening here. No ballast, either. No, this definitely was not
Sodor.
“Annie?” he called, “Clarabel? Are you here?” he called again. Something was
coupled behind him, and he wondered if his two dear coaches, who had followed him
from Sodor to Girard, were with him here, too.
“Har, har, har!” came back a nasty sounding laugh from behind him. “The engine
thinks we’re coaches, boys!”
A chorus of raucous laughs joined the mean teasing voice.
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Trucks, thought Thomas. Like the worst ones at Sodor. “Who are you?” Thomas
asked.
“Who are we?” replied the voice mockingly. “Well, little engine, you try to pull
us anywhere, and you’ll find out! Won’t he, boys?”
“You tell ‘im, Scruffy!” came a reply.
“We’ll make ‘im sorry he ever coupled up to us!” came another tough voice.
Then, someone else said, “Looks like you got some rather nasty trucks there,
mate.” This voice wasn’t exactly behind him; more over toward the side. Aha! There
was another set of rails, and there must be another train on them, Thomas reasoned.
“Hello, I’m Thomas. Who are you?” asked Thomas.
There was a silence for a moment. Apparently the other engine, as Thomas
guessed it was, wasn’t expecting the question, and needed some time to ponder it.
“I’m not sure I have a name. I’ve heard myself called ‘The Blue Marx.’ I’m
number 3978. I’m from a place called England that you probably never heard of. Not
sure how I got here, for that matter,” the other engine finally replied.
“From England? I’m from England too! From Sodor!” Thomas replied excitedly.
“That so? Can’t say I’ve heard of it, old chap,” replied the other engine. “How
did you get a number like one? Only engine there? I like your color; I’m a blue engine
also. Most of the others around here are black as soot.”
Thomas was wondering if this other engine had more questions than he did. He’d
better get in a few before he thought about an answer. “Where are we?” he asked. “I was
on Sodor, then at a place called Girard.”
“Then you ought to feel at home. This place is Girard,” said the other engine.
“He thinks he’s in Girard!” called the nasty truck to his fellows. They laughed.
Thomas was confused. “How can this be Girard?” he asked. “This isn’t Girard.
Girard is, well, different. All drab, a small yard at the end of the line from Glendale.”
“Well, this station right beside me has a sign on it. It says ‘Girard’,” replied
Thomas’s new friend firmly.
“Well then, what kind of place is this?” asked Thomas. Directly ahead, all he
could see were the tracks curving away to the left. Apparently they were at a station. He
could see some other rolling stock between the buildings to his left. Some on elevated
track.
“What happened? He’s gone! Where’d he go?” exclaimed the nasty truck.
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Thomas didn’t understand. There was no answer to his question. Gone?
“It was sitting right there, Scruffy, and now it isn’t!” responded one of the other
trucks.
“No matter. Too friendly by half. We have to make sure we make things hard for
this engine here,” replied the nasty voice named Scruffy.
Thomas thought to himself, I’ve heard that name. From somewhere back on
Sodor. Something one of the other engines told me. Maybe I can remember. He had his
eyes shut, trying hard to remember. Did he doze off?
Before he could recall where he had heard of “Scruffy” before, he heard a familiar
voice call, “Hello Thomas!”
He opened his eyes. Why, there was James! It had to be James. Yes. But, the
voice? And, what was this? He was on the rails nearest the station where the other train
had been, just a minute ago.
“Hello, Thomas,” called Annie again. “Where are we? And James is here too!
Oh dear, he’s got some nasty looking trucks there!”

“Who’ yer calling ‘nasty’ looking, missy?” one of the trucks replied.
“Huh? What happened?” asked Scruffy. “Looks like we got a different engine!
What’s this, some kind of Hocus–Pocus?”
“Never mind; we’ll give ‘im what for, Scruffy! Blue one couldn’t manage us!
Had to give up!”
“Ya, we’ll get the red one instead!” called the third truck.
“What’s going on? You here Thomas? Where are we?” asked James.
Thomas figured that Annie and James must be as confused as he was. And he
still was confused! What should he say?
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“Yes, it’s me, Thomas,” replied Thomas. “Clarabel, are you here too?”
“Right behind Annie!” called back Clarabel. “Odd place! Grass though. And, I
see there’s a little guard van behind this other train. It says ‘Thomas and Friends’ on the
side.”
“That must be at the end of my train,” replied James. “It should say, ‘James and
friends,’” he continued, in a self-important voice.
“Har, har, har!” laughed Scruffy. “We’ll show him what kind of friends he has!
Right boys?”
All the trucks laughed.
Just then, the drivers came along, with their firemen. “We’re gonna show that
Red engine who’s faster, Johnny!” said Thomas’s driver. Engineer? He didn’t sound
British. Yes, engineer. They weren’t in England, apparently.
“You said it, Stephen!” replied the fireman. This ‘un has the bigger wheels. We
got the inside track, and only two cars! Pretty good bet you made!”
Thomas was ready to go first, and the engineer wasn’t gentle opening the throttle.
Off Thomas went. “Hey!” called James. “No fair starting first! I’m going to show you
how fast a road engine is!”
“Oh, no you won’t!” called Scruffy.

But, James wouldn’t be held back. He wanted to show Thomas that he, James,
was faster! No tank engine would beat him in a race! He went as fast as he could, and
pretty soon he pulled even with Thomas and edged ahead. Both of them were going so
fast that everything was a blur.
“We’re going as fast as we can!” said Stephen, Thomas’s engineer. “Any faster,
and we’ll go off the tracks!”
“But he’s getting ahead!” replied the fireman, Johnny. “Here, I’ll shovel faster!”
Thomas edged ahead, but then James stepped up his speed more too.
“Too fast!” called Annie. Clarabel too? Thomas couldn’t hear over the noise.
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This is crazy, thought Thomas to himself. Engines aren’t supposed to race! But,
then he thought about how he had raced Bertie, the bus, and how nice it was to win! “On,
On! Faster!” he cried. James wasn’t about to slow down either; he wanted to win too.
But, all of a sudden, Thomas derailed on the curve, and the race was over.
“Ha! Stupid blue engine, can’t stay on the tracks!” the trucks behind James
jeered. Thomas noticed a black steam engine to his left, and thought he heard some
laughter from there too. But, when he said hello, the black steam engine pretended to be
asleep. That was OK; Thomas was thoroughly winded, and felt like he needed to rest
too!

But, Stephen, Thomas’s engineer, was not going to let him rest. “Bad track
work,” he said. “We’d have beat him! We’ll give it another go!”
James’s engineer didn’t like it that Stephen didn’t think he had been beaten “fair
and square,” as he put it. “We’ll beat you every time! Even with more cars and the
outside track!” He called back. “You want to see? Double the bet!”
Stephen agreed, and as soon as Thomas could be maneuvered back onto the track,
and coal replenished, they were off again. Thomas jumped out ahead, but then James
caught up, and both puffed as mightily as they could, even faster than before, to try and
win the race. Everything was a blur.
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Thomas couldn’t go any faster! But then, even worse than before, he toppled off
the rails on the curve, and smacked into James, who also was knocked off the rails.
“I won!” called James.
Thomas was glad James wasn’t mad, but Thomas had lost his roof.
“Are you alright, Thomas?” called Annie. “You popped your top!”
“ I think so,” he replied, “But I can’t feel my wheels.”
“I don’t feel so good,” said Stephen, who crawled out from below James’s coal
tender.
“Now look what you’ve done!” said the fireman. “Drivin’ too fast, I tell ya!
Gonna take a crane to clean up this mess!”
Thomas thought he heard the black engine snicker, off to his left. And maybe
someone else. Whose idea was it to race against James, anyway? Engines weren’t
horses. They weren’t supposed to race. Why was he here, anyway? And, why, this track
didn’t go anywhere! Around and around in a loop, past a station labeled “Girard” that
looked just like the one back home. No, like the one where he had been living; Sodor
was “home.” None of this made any sense!

James was still cheerfully babbling on. “You can’t beat a road engine, Thomas!
I’ve told you before. You don’t have enough coal, you don’t have enough steam, and
you don’t have enough of anything else it takes! Why, I had to pull all these troublesome
trucks, too! All you had to pull were Annie and Clarabel, with no passengers, even! You
can see now, if you ever wondered before, how much better we tender engines are than
mere tank engines like you!”
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Pretty soon a crane showed up, pulled by a black tank engine of a sort Thomas
had never seen before. Other cars and engines watched as the crane lifted him, then
James, back onto the track.

Thomas figured that with this humiliation, his ordeal would be over.
“How about best two out of three?” called Stephen to James’s driver.
“You crazy, boss?” asked Johnny.
“I already beat you two times!” called James’s driver, who had been drinking
something to get over being thrown about in the accident.
“Best three out of five, then!” called Stephen.
“Double your bet?”
“Boss, don’t do it!” the fireman urged.
“You’re on!” said Stephen.
Thomas wasn’t looking forward to another race. This one ended as badly as the
last one, but with the bonus that when Thomas left the rails, he took Scruffy and one of
the other trucks off the rails with him instead of James. This pleased James immensely.

“Ha! See? You can’t take a curve!” James hooted.
“Don’t encourage these lunacies, James; someone could get badly hurt!” Thomas
warned. But, the warning didn’t do any good.
“You know,” said Stephen, Thomas’s engineer, to the other engineer on James,
“My engine would go faster if it didn’t have these sharp curves! Yours has gentle curves.
I would have won if I’d been on the outside!”
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“But, I had to pull all these freight cars! And it’s longer around the outside,” said
the other engineer. “That was more than fair.”
“Lets just see!” replied Stephen.
So, when the crane appeared again from a side track, James was dragged over to
the inside track, and Thomas to the outside.
“Har har har!” called Scruffy. “We’ll get you good for knocking us off the track!
Put on the brakes, boys! Hot axles! Drag ‘im back all you can!”
James, lined up and ready next to Thomas, said, “You’ll see! I’m better no matter
how you try and do it!” He was in a good mood. Thomas was getting very tired of this
racing business, and a little sore from all his spills off the track. But, he figured he ought
to stay in the spirit of it. “We’ll see!” he replied.

At least this time Thomas was able to stay on the track. But James, without going
as fast as he could, gradually went way ahead, and caught up to Thomas from behind.

When James’s cab pulled even, Thomas was “lapped, ” and the race was over.
Stephen left Thomas in front of the Girard station, somehow re-coupled up to Annie and
Clarabel, as when he had arrived. James went off somewhere else with the trucks.
Thomas was relieved. This had all been very strange. Was this the manner of
“normal” operations on this railroad? It made no sense. Where were the cargoes, and
loading? When would he be home, wherever “home” was now. Girard? But, there was
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a “Girard” station here, too. And James. And Clarabel and Annie. And all those
troublesome trucks from Sodor. What was going on? Maybe this was a dream.
But before he could try to wish himself back home, something even stranger
happened. Now, Thomas was aware of narrow gauge railroads; there was one on Sodor.
He knew that he didn’t have to take them very seriously; they were dinky. Toys, really.
Not for serious railroading. That took a full sized train. And, Thomas had been vaguely
aware that there were some additional tracks on this railroad, outside of those where he
and James had been racing. But, to his surprise, another train pulled up, rather quietly on
the track next to him. It was a giant!

Giant was the word that came to mind, anyway. This locomotive was huge in a
different way than Gordon, the biggest engine on Sodor. Gordon was long, and powerful.
But he ran on normal track. Thomas noticed that this engine ran on track that was, what,
about half again as wide as his own!
Thomas was a bit intimidated, but decided he might as well be cheerful. “Hello,
I’m Thomas! Who are you?” he asked.
He was used to a delay before he would get an answer from some new friend.
While he was waiting, he heard Clarabel call from the rear, “This other train is huge! Or,
have we become tiny? There’s a man on the platform, and he’s huge too!”
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Thomas wondered. What was this? Then, finally, the other engine answered.
“What are you?” It asked. “You said something?”
“I’m Thomas. I’m a tank engine. I’m from Sodor. I’m number one. I don’t
know how I came to be here. What kind of engine are you? Why are you so big?”
The other engine was slow to reply. “I’m 3242,” it answered. “Big? What do
you mean? Why are you so small? Are you a narrow gauge engine? Something small
like One gauge?”
“I’m a normal gauge engine!” Thomas protested. “You are the one who is an odd
size. You are so big! And, what kind of engine are you? I didn’t hear any puffing, and
you don’t look like a steam engine. But I don’t hear a diesel sound either.”
“I’m electric,” said 3242. “I’ve been around longer than any diesel! More
modern, if you ask me, despite being earlier. That’s what the third rail is for. It’s where I
get power. I don’t have to burn stuff and be smelly like you or like the diesels. And, I’m
‘standard’ gauge. That’s ‘normal.’ You are just small. Too small to be one gauge. You
are zero gauge, I suppose. Most of the other little trains that run around here at
Woodbourne are small zero gauge trains. That’s what you must be too. You use the
same track.
“Woodbourne?” asked Thomas.
“That’s the name of this place. Has been for a long time,” 3242 answered.
“Have you always been here?”
“No. I joined this railroad in India. Well, not this one. But, I was imported from
India when the Owner came here. Been here ever since. It’s a lot better than the early
days.”
“And you think I’m narrow gauge and you are the size normal for people?” asked
Thomas, still mystified by this new engine’s enormous size.
“I’m standard gauge. ‘Standard’ means the size by which things can be
measured. I’m just the Right Size! And, I’ve been here longer than any of you little
trains. I’m the standard gauge train, and you are tiny,” replied 3242. “I’ll prove it. Look
up ahead; what do you see?”
Thomas looked. There, up ahead: people. Big people!
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Thomas looked again. Why, one of them was the Fat Controller from Sodor, Sir
Topham Hatt! And, there was his old driver! And the Conductor! Thomas was
astonished! He was just about to launch into a fusillade of questions, when James puffed
up.
“Wow! Who’s your big friend?” he asked.
Thomas made the introductions. “He thinks we are small narrow gauge engines,”
Thomas told James. And, did you see…..”
“Nonsense,” replied James, without bothering to wait for Thomas to finish. “We
were normal size on Sodor, and at Girard. The other Girard. That engine, 3242, is just
oversized. Too big to be real. Too big to be Useful!”

“But look! Right in front! Our friends from Sodor! James! We have shrunk!
We have gotten smaller! What has happened to us?”
Thomas didn’t remember any more. He didn’t know what happened after that.
Suddenly, he found himself back on his siding in Girard. The real Girard. He supposed
it was the real Girard. What had happened? Why was he small? No, he wasn’t small.
Not here. Was it all just a dream? Maybe that was what a dream was. Yes, surely it
wasn’t real. Just something he had imagined, while he was sleeping. Something that
didn’t really exist.
There was no other Girard. No race with James. That was good. Thomas
decided he would never try to race James, not if he could help it! At least, the real James
wouldn’t know. No huge 3242. Or big passengers, or huge Fat Controller. Fat, yes.
Huge, no. Or any of the rest of it.
Thomas was happy to be awake, and no longer dreaming. He would be happy to
get to work switching cars, and being Really Useful. The very idea of trains racing
seemed so silly, now that he was awake. Yes, it was all just a bad dream. Just his own
silly, absurd, bad dream, that could vanish and be forgotten.
“Wasn’t that 3242 and its cars just the biggest train you could ever imagine!”
remarked Annie as he passed by her.
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Track and Passenger Train Problems
Thomas was glad to be “home” after wherever he was on that other railroad. He
still thought maybe it was just a dream. But, he sure wondered. Frank took him out for
several runs around the loop today, apparently just to make sure he was running right. As
if there would be some question about that. The idea that something might be wrong put
Thomas on edge a bit. But, the exercise went fairly well, until on the last go-around.
Then Thomas derailed on the back loop behind the big goods station! This was very
dangerous, since there was a precipitous drop and Thomas just did manage to hold on!
Frank and the fireman jumped from the cab, and Thomas was afraid even that slight push
would send him tumbling.

Thank goodness Thomas stayed in place, and wires were rigged to pull him back
safely onto the track. “These track problems are going to cause a serious accident
sometime!” complained Frank to the Foreman, once Thomas was safely back on a siding
next to the big goods station. “Why doesn’t someone do something?”
“Station Manager knows about it,” the Foreman replied. “Says the Owner is
having trouble getting good curved track. Things are worse on the main line down
beyond Glendale.”
“Well, there’s no reason we should have bad track here,” Frank responded. This
is pretty standard, easily obtained track. I know that one place has caused problems
before. Tell the Station Manager it’s got to be fixed!”
“Don’t go giving me orders!” The Foreman was angry. But, before Frank could
stomp off, he said, “Frank, I hear you. I’ve been trying to get this track work moved up
the priority list. Believe me, I’ve let it be known. But this is just a branch line, and
they’ve got lots of problems on the main.”
Thomas, overhearing this, took some comfort in not having to go out on the main
line. He later had a chance to pass on what he heard to James, who was sitting on a
siding with Annie and Clarabel.
“Main line’s not our problem,” James said. “But he’s right, the track needs to be
fixed. Those two switches near the grade to Glendale are a big problem.” Thomas was
just expecting James to complain some more about the track work and say that this was
not a well run railroad. He had heard it all before. Thomas didn’t need to hear it again.
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But, instead, James asked, “What about the passenger run? Passengers are
collecting at the station. Clarabel says so. But, nobody has come to start my fires!”
“That’s right!” said Clarabel. “It’s time for our trip to Glendale.”
Thomas didn’t have an answer. Just then Frank moved him back alongside the
goods station. So he didn’t have to reply that he had no idea why James hadn’t been
readied. Thomas wondered if it was because he might be making the run instead. He
was ready to go. But, no, he couldn’t be taking the train. The passenger cars, Annie and
Clarabel, were trapped behind James. He couldn’t get them unless James moved, which
he clearly wasn’t ready to do. Things didn’t seem to be running normally today.
Then, Thomas heard the hard steaming of a locomotive coming up the grade. It
wasn’t just a gentle chuff chuffing, either. That locomotive had to be going very fast,
very fast indeed! Too fast! But, when it became visible, Thomas could see it was barely
moving. Oh! It was his friend 2034! But, 2034’s wheels were spinning as rapidly as if
he was going a hundred miles per hour! But they were slipping on the rails!

Finally 2034, with a loud whoosh, gave up and backed down the grade. He then
got a fast running start, and attempted the grade again! This time, though slipping and
steaming hard, 2034 managed to get past the steepest part of the grade, and eased off at
the top to bring his train around the far loop and into the station. Thomas was expecting
some heavily laden freight cars, but no, it was a passenger train! 2034 stopped right in
front of Thomas.

“Whew!” said 2034 with a big sigh.
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“Hello!” called Thomas. “Why did you bring a passenger train here? You had
trouble with the grade. Why did you get scheduled for this run?” Thomas realized he was
about to ask another 30 questions, and decided that he’d better wait for an answer first.
2034 was exhausted, and took a while to answer. “That grade is too steep!” he
finally said.
Thomas was thinking to himself that, maybe it was just too steep for 2034, who
really wasn’t a very big engine. But it didn’t seem polite to say so. So he asked, “Why
did you pull that passenger train up here to Girard? Isn’t it the Express? I thought James
would take Annie and Clarabel down to meet you at Glendale.”
“I rather wondered that myself,” 2034 replied. “The first time, several days ago,
that is. But, when I got here that other engine. James? Yes, James. And the passenger
cars, those lightweight ones. They weren’t here. You weren’t either. The regular main
line passenger train was detoured up here to pick up your passengers. It was this train
because the streamliner can’t manage the main line track yet. Probably couldn’t make it
around your loop, either. I heard the Owner was thinking about pulling some other
passenger train out of storage. But, now you and the others are back. Why weren’t you
here? Where were you? I was afraid you’d been put into storage, or sold.”
Thomas really didn’t want to talk about his experiences at “Woodbourne,” if that
was really the name of the place where that other Girard station was. So, instead of
answering the question, he asked one himself. “How did the freight get handled while I
was gone?” Maybe 2034 would forget his question.
“I don’t know. I suppose 2338 handled it. I passed him several times,” 2034
answered. “Well, I was wondering what was going to happen. I’m already way behind
schedule, with having to try that hill twice. Time to go, I see.”
Thomas saw the conductor’s signal that the passengers were boarded. Actually,
two were just now getting on. The conductor must be in a hurry, thought Thomas.

“At least downhill is easier!” called 2034, passing Thomas again after rounding
the back loop. Indeed, Thomas could hear 2034 ease way back on the throttle as he
headed down the grade, passing James, Annie and Clarabel on the way. Thomas was
sure James would be upset at missing his passenger run. Why didn’t he get to make that
run? It was why he was coupled to Annie and Clarabel. Maybe James and the coaches
weren’t expected back yet, or maybe their condition needed to be checked first, like
Thomas had been. Maybe people here did know about the recent mishaps after all.
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The next day, things seemed to be getting back to normal. James was taken out.
He made several runs around the loop like Thomas did the day before. His engineer was
careful on the back loop and James didn’t derail like Thomas had. James told Thomas
that there was nothing wrong with the track there; it was just Thomas. Problems with the
track elsewhere, yes, but not there. As if to prove his point, James got stuck on the
switch down to Glendale again, but the engineer managed to get him going again without
a major incident.
As a result of his successful test run, the engineer Frank took James for the
passenger run to Glendale. All went well. But, as James pulled into Glendale, to his
surprise, there was the streamliner, sitting on the main line! Even James couldn’t help
but be impressed. There were several big, long passenger cars. And, not one, but two
diesel engines at the front end of the train, with a baggage car between them. They were
massive. But, why were the locomotives next to the station, and not the passenger cars?
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James soon found out. “Ladies and gentlemen!” called the conductor. “Please
wait here. This is not the train you are looking for. The Express will be along, as soon as
the streamliner continues its test run and clears the tracks.”
Several of the passengers expressed disappointment. “Can we at least get closer
and take a look?” one of them asked.

Aha! That’s it, thought James. The streamliner was having track problems, the
kinds of things he had been hearing about. Now, James was never one to be overly
friendly with diesels, but this did inspire a little bit of sympathy. And, since he wasn’t
having track problems himself right now, this gave him reason to think himself better.
So, he called to the big diesel, “Ho there! Track problems?”
He wondered if he would get an answer. After all, the other diesel, 2338, had
mostly ignored him, and been nasty when he spoke. But, after a while, he heard a low,
deep voice in response. “Huh? Who’s that talking? You talking to me?”
“I’m James. I heard there were track problems on the main line.”
“Oh. You’re that little red steam engine?”
James didn’t consider himself little. But, then he thought about his recent
encounter with an electric engine named 3242. Yes, he was little compared to that
engine. And smaller than this one, too, even with his tender. So James decided he could
let the insult pass unrebuked. “Yes, I’m the red steam engine,” he replied. “A very nice
color, don’t you think?”
There was no response for a few minutes, but then, “Red is the best color.”
James waited for more. But when the big diesel remained silent, he asked, “Do
you have a name?”
“I’m the Superchief!” came the reply. “I’m actually number 2343.”
“And I’m 2343A. 2343A,” came a second voice from the back end of the
platform. James figured that must be the other diesel engine, the one facing backwards.
“I’m 2343B. 2343B. I’m B unit 2343B,” came a third voice, to James’s surprise.
“What? There are three of you?” asked James. “I didn’t see but two.”
“That’s 2343B. He’s a B unit. Not very bright, I’m afraid,” said 2343.
“Oh! I thought he was a baggage car,” said James.
He heard 2343 and 2343A laugh. James decided it was OK to laugh too.
“Hey, I’m an engine too! An engine too. I’m an engine too,” protested 2343B,
who indeed looked nothing like any kind of engine. “Just because I don’t have a cab, no
cab, no cab…”
“Or an engineer. Or any sense. And you like to jump the track,” said 2343
scathingly.
“You tell him, boss, yeah, you tell him!” commented 2343A.
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“You shut up. You’re just as much a dummy as he is. I’m the one that does all
the work,” replied 2343 bitingly. “I’d be better off without either of you.”
As much as James was enjoying hearing the diesels squabble, he was being left
out of the conversation. “So, track problems?” he asked.
“Yeah. The track work isn’t for….” The diesel paused as if to think. “It’s these
switches. They aren’t level. Level with the track coming up to them. If you have to
come up and over as you hit a switch, and then make a turn, and sometimes a turn as you
approach, why, dummy here goes off the track.”
“You do too, boss. You do too. You do,” cut in 2343B.
“Yeah, boss. Yeah,” added 2343A.
“Oh, all right. Yeah, we all got problems. Me, because I’m having to pull the
load. These two parasites because they are dummies. The passenger cars, because, well,
because they are passenger cars.”
“That stupid observation car is the worst. It’s the worst,” commented 2343A. “I
can see it. I see it. It comes off every chance it gets. Every chance.”
“Oh. Time to go,” said 2343, as his engineer and fireman climbed into the cab.
James wondered why a diesel needed a fireman, but decided he didn’t need to ask.
The big streamliner gradually picked up speed and left the station, but still at a
rather cautious speed. James watched all three engines pass. Yes, there was 2343B,
looking for all the world like a useless baggage car with no side doors. And 2343A,
going backwards, just like Clarabel. There they went: what, one, two, three passenger
cars. Huh? Was that all? The last passenger car, a coach, went past him. Where was the
observation car they were talking about? James had a bad feeling about this.
“Oh James?” called Clarabel. “There’s something you’d like to know!” she
added in a sing-song voice.
James knew he didn’t want to know what Clarabel had to tell him. But, he knew
she’d tell him anyway.
“There’s something waiting for you on the tracks!” Clarabel added in that same
teasing voice. James figured she knew it would irritate him.

It turned out Clarabel didn’t have to tell him any more. Frank hurried to his cab,
and told the fireman, “Streamliner left a car on the track. The Express can’t come
through till we clear it. The passengers are grumpy enough already. Let’s hop to it.”
James remembered doing something similar when a guard van had been left on
the track once before. This time, Frank didn’t even take the time to uncouple from Annie
and Clarabel. He backed down the main line and coupled to the errant passenger car.
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“I’m Clarabel. Pleased to meet you. Do you have a name?” Clarabel asked the
streamliner car.
James was surprised to hear her ask that. Cars here didn’t talk. Or have names.
Did they? They did have numbers. Maybe some lettering. But names?
But then, he heard a high voice rely, “I’m Dawn. Silver Dawn.”
“Oh! That’s a pretty name,” said Clarabel.
“I know,” Dawn replied, without a hint of modesty.
“Why did you let go of your train?” asked Annie, wanting to get in on the
conversation.
“Oh, I don’t know. Just to see what would happen,” Dawn replied innocently.
By this time the crew had checked the coupler, and James was given the signal to
pull out. “The Express is waiting!” the station manager called to Frank. “At least get
clear of the platform!”
James pulled forward. As soon as he did, 2034 came into the Glendale station
pulling his passenger train. James backed down onto the other side to clear the way. The
passengers rushed to the Express, anxious to be on their way. Some were muttering. No,
not just muttering. They were angrily and loudly complaining about the management of
the railroad. James figured someone would hear from the Owner about this!

The passengers were squeezing aboard. James thought the doors really looked
too small for them. And the windows, too.
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The locomotive, 2034, had a few minutes to rest, and spoke to James. “I see the
Superchief still has problems,” commented 2034. “He left 2531 behind.”

“Oh. Yes. ‘Silver Dawn,’ I guess you mean.” James replied.
“She just decided to stay behind. For the fun of it,” commented Annie.
“As if she had no idea she would be in the way,” added Clarabel.
Silver Dawn said nothing.
“You’re not taking her to Girard, are you?” 2034 asked.
James didn’t know. He hadn’t thought about it. Now that he did, he imagined
himself pulling a streamliner car. No, make that two, or even three, streamliner cars.
They’d need a coach or two. Maybe even a Pullman. Or one of those ones with the top
observation dome. Wouldn’t that be grand? The passengers would love it. And what a
sight he would be, pulling such a grand train! He was sure he could do it. James was so
lost in thinking about all this that he didn’t realize 2034 was waiting for a reply.
“You’re not taking her to Girard, are you?” 2034 asked again. After a bit, he
added, “That would be a very bad idea, you know. She may be pretty, but she’s trouble!
Not enough track space there, and she’s a heavy load to pull. High maintenance, too.”
“How do you know that?” asked James, not wanting to give up his vision.
“Number 2046 told me. He’s another locomotive. A Hudson. Big and strong.
The Owner bought him at the same time as Dawn and two sisters, Bluff and Range. The
Silver sisters. Owner figured 2046 could pull them, and he could. Slipped a bit. Like I
do up the grade with this train. Well, he slipped a lot less. But then… Oh, no. Someone
told the Owner he had to pull them with a diesel! A steam locomotive wasn’t good
enough for the Silver sisters. So, not long after, here came that 2343 and the others. And
2046 has been put on the shelf most of the time ever since!”
“We don’t need her in Girard!” exclaimed Annie.
“No, we don’t!” echoed Clarabel.
“I don’t know; we don’t have an observation car,” said James, still picturing
himself pulling a streamlined train.
As it was, the decision had already been made by the station manager. James
pulled his train forward so that Silver Dawn would clear the reverse loop, and then
uncoupled to start back up the track to Girard with the passengers who had just boarded.
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James passed the station out of the loop. 2034 and the Express started forward.
James carefully waited until the way was clear to return to Girard, then started forward.
As he passed, Silver Dawn called to him, “Why don’t you come see me again
sometime, big boy! Maybe we could couple up and make a train together.”
“Hmmph!” exclaimed Annie, looking away and pretending not to notice Dawn.
“Disgusting!” added Clarabel.

James didn’t answer. He didn’t think Dawn wanted an answer. And he was also
afraid of what Annie and Clarabel might say, or do, if he gave a friendly reply. But he
kept thinking about pulling a streamliner, with Silver Dawn, all the way back to Girard.
They got back to the Girard platform and let out their passengers. By this time,
Annie and Clarabel were in a better mood, and seemed pleased to be serving their branch
line as good, practical, coaches again.
“No need for fancy frills,” said Clarabel
“Or overlong, skinny, size,” added Annie.

James didn’t say anything. Was Silver dawn really “Trouble” like 2034 had said?
Surely not. She seemed so nice. And, you had to admit, streamlined cars were pretty.
And impressive. Now that he thought about it, Annie and Clarabel were, well, a bit
dumpy. And old fashioned. Those coaches 2034 pulled were not only old looking, but
were tight, mismatched, and surely uncomfortable to the passengers.
Also, it seemed, the diesel 2343 had trouble pulling the streamliner because of
derailing on the switches. Maybe they just needed James to do it. Why not? He was red,
just like 2343. At least as nice looking! Newer looking, certainly! Surely he would look
just right pulling such a magnificent streamlined train. With Silver Dawn. And her
beautiful sisters. Couldn’t he do as much as the diesel? There wasn’t a steep grade to get
up, even. James was sure he could. All he needed was the chance to prove it. Just wait.
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Trouble Named Dawn
James had been away longer than Thomas expected on the passenger run to
Glendale. Thomas didn’t worry though. There were all kinds of reasons why the
passenger run might have been delayed, especially if there were problems on the main
line. Eventually James returned with coaches Annie and Clarabel. Thomas figured he’d
hear all about it when they next had a chance to talk. What he didn’t expect was to hear
about it from other sources.
Not long after James and the coaches returned to their siding, the Station Manager
and Foreman hurried out to meet Frank, the engineer, who was headed for the office.
“What’s the problem?” asked Frank.

“You should know!” the Station Manager yelled. “It’s that loose car down at
Glendale. We’ve got to get it out of the way!”
“That means you’ve got to get it out of the way,” the Foreman added.
“I’ve just secured number five,” Frank answered. “Why do we have to do
anything about it? That observation car is clear of the main line, and the loop.”
“Look. Why we’ve got to move it is because the Operations Director says so.
And what he says, goes,” the Station Manager said emphatically. “There’s probably no
good reason, but the Glendale station manager complained. He got the Director to go
along, and we got stuck with the job.”
“Why don’t you take the number one. It’s better for switching,” interjected the
Foreman. “It’s already warm.”
“Huh? Hey, I left the blue one on the other siding,” remarked the engineer Frank
in an irritated voice. He looked around with a frown on his face. “You move it?”
“Yeah, I moved it back over here. You got a problem with that?”
“The Station manager interrupted. “Look, let’s not get into all that. Frank, the
blue engine won’t take long to be ready to go, and it’s better for switching, and if you
have to go backwards. Take it down and get that car. Now. I expect the Director will
want to have the local freight pick it up tomorrow.”
Frank, still irritated, replied, “You know, it’s almost time for my shift to be over.
This’ll mean overtime.”
The Foreman answered in a tired voice, “Yes, Frank. I know. You’ll get your
overtime. Just get the job done.”
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Thomas could tell Frank was still unhappy as he and his fireman prepared for the
trip to Glendale. But Thomas was happy. He hadn’t had much to do, and it had been a
while since he had a trip to the Glendale station on the main line. He did wonder why
there would be a loose observation car at Glendale. As he passed James, he said, “I’m
going to Glendale to get the observation car!” Thomas hoped James would tell him
something about the car, but James looked surprised, then angry for some reason, and
wouldn’t answer. Thomas was puzzled. Annie and Clarabel didn’t say anything either.

Thomas took the main line past the Glendale station, then backed down to couple
to a streamlined observation car. “Wow, what’s that doing here?” Frank asked. He
jumped down from the cab to ask the Glendale station manager about it.
“Streamliner left it earlier,” the station manager said. “It was blocking the main
line. Now it’s blocking the siding.”
“So? Is that a problem?” Frank asked.
“What? Yes, it’s a problem! And, who are you to question me? Whether it’s a
problem or not!” the station manager retorted loudly. He was rather fat, and his belly
jumped up and down a bit with each angry breath, Thomas could see. “You get that thing
out of here right now!”
“Ahem,” someone said behind him.
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The station manager looked back. There was a woman in a yellow dress. “Oh
yes,” the station manager continued, in a quieter voice. “And, take this passenger with
you. She missed the local run earlier. She can ride in the car.”
“This isn’t a passenger train!” Frank replied in irritation.
“Well, it is now,” the station manager said. Turning to the lady, he said in a
syrupy tone, “You can board now, miss…”
“We got no conductor. This is just a run to pick up a car!” Frank explained.
“No matter. You can take her.”
“It’s against the rules!” said Frank.
“What rule?”
“Oh, I don’t know the rule number. But, I’m sure it’s wrong to carry passengers
with no conductor,” Frank replied, scratching his head.
“You’re just an engineer. I’m the station manager here. You want me to report to
the Director, and maybe he tells the Owner, that we have a problem here? A problem
with an engineer named Frank, who doesn’t do what he’s told?” The station manager’s
eyes were bulging and he was shaking his finger at Frank.
Frank didn’t say anything. He got back aboard, and Thomas could tell he was in a
very bad mood. They started forward with a jerk. It was clear to Thomas that what
Frank intended was to go around the Glendale loop and pull the car back to Girard.
They didn’t get far. The observation car let go before they could even get over the switch
onto the main line.

Thomas backed up, but his coupler didn’t meet anything. Probably because
Thomas was on the curved switch tracks. It would have been a good idea to stop and
check things out, but Frank was in a bad mood. “We’ll just shove this thing back
alongside the platform and couple it there,” he told his fireman. But, as they tried to push
the car around the bend, Thomas’s front wheels came off the track, making things even
worse!
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The Glendale station manager was watching. He rounded up some workers to
wedge Thomas’s wheels back onto the track. Several spectators gathered to watch.
“I’m going to have to file an accident report,” he called to Frank. “Too bad.”
“Why, this is nothing! No need for that. It can happen just switching heavy
cars!” protested Frank.
“But, this is a passenger train. Any derailment of a passenger train must be
reported! Regulations. Those are the rules! Too bad. You’ll probably be suspended
until after the investigation. I hope you can get by without the pay.”
“What! It’s just a car pick up! This ain’t no passenger train!” Frank was getting
really mad.
“You have a passenger aboard. It’s a passenger train,” the station manager said.
“Oh, the bother of more paperwork!” he added with a touch of mock sadness in his voice.

Thomas was soon back on the tracks. Finally, they were ready to leave for Girard
again. By that time Frank was boiling from the comments by the Glendale station
manager. He opened Thomas’s throttle with a jerk. As they went over the switch, the
observation car uncoupled itself again.

This time Frank, though still very upset, was more careful. He and the Fireman
somehow got the car coupled again, and started around the loop. But as Thomas came
out of the tunnel: Oops! No car, again. Frank had some very graphic things to say about
it as he and the fireman struggled in the dark to re-couple the car for the third time.
When they finally got beyond the loop, Frank went over to the station and borrowed
some rope. “Here, that should hold it,” he said, after he tied the couplers together.
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That seemed to do the trick! Thomas headed up to Girard. He was proud of his
engineer for being so clever.
Thomas passed a still frowning James as he came up the grade from Glendale.
Thomas wondered, what is he pouting about? I’m a one car passenger train, thought
Thomas. That must look a bit silly. But why would James be mad?

As Thomas passed Flyer station, all of a sudden he felt a jar on his coupler. The
building off to his right gave a lurch. “Ouch!” came a voice from behind. “Watch that!
It hurt!”
Frank stopped Thomas immediately. He and the fireman got out to see what had
happened. “That durned passenger car is too long,” remarked Frank. See? Coming out
of the curve, it hit the roof of the station!”
“What are you going to do about it?” asked the fireman, who was looking around
to see who had noticed. Thomas, too, was wondering where that voice had come from.
Had someone been hurt?
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“Doesn’t look like any damage,” said Frank finally. “No need for any report,
either. Let’s just back down to the track behind the sawmill. It’s not next to the station,
but hey, this ain’t a passenger run. We just picked up the car, right? Then the Station
Manager can decide what to do with it.”
Right, boss,” the fireman replied, relieved.”
So, that’s what they did. Or, tried to do. But, as Thomas pushed the car back
over the coal siding switch, it derailed! Frank sent his fireman to tell the Foreman, and a
crew gathered to try to get the problem car back onto the tracks. It was quite a struggle
because the car was so heavy. While they were at it, Frank helped the one passenger, the
lady in the yellow dress, down from the car. Thomas had forgotten all about her!

“This clearly is a badly run railroad!” she exclaimed. “How long does it take to
get between two stations? This has been more than an hour! And, all the bumps and
jars! My stomach is upset by it all! And you didn’t even let me out at the station!” She
was still complaining as the Station manager led her back toward the passenger terminal.
Once things were set right, the Foreman directed Frank to take the car around to
the other side of the freight station. “We’ll park it in front of that odd caboose,” he said.
But, as Thomas tried to get around the back loop, there again came a bump and a voice,
saying “Yeouch!”

This time Frank didn’t even have to get out to know what was wrong. He pulled
his short train past the sawmill up next to where James, Annie, and Clarabel stood.
“It can’t get around the curve. Too long,” he reported to the Foreman and Station
Manager.
“Just leave the thing there,” said the Station Manager. “The freight can get past,
but it will be tricky if we get a milk shipment. No, no milk coming tomorrow. Yes,
leave it there.”
So, Thomas and the observation car were left there on the track beside the siding
where James sat with Annie and Clarabel. Thomas was glad to have the ordeal behind
him. Hopefully 2338, or some other engine, any other engine, would take away this
troublesome passenger car away the next day.
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“Whew! I’m glad that’s done!” said Thomas.
James didn’t answer. Annie and Clarabel stayed silent too.
“James? James, what happened at Glendale on your run? How did this
troublesome, stupid observation car get left there?” Thomas asked.
“Don’t talk about Silver Dawn that way!” exclaimed James angrily.
Thomas was puzzled. Why was James mad? “Who?” he asked.
“That’s me. I’m Dawn. Silver Dawn,” came a silky voice from behind Thomas.
Thomas was surprised. But before he could say anything, he heard Annie say,
“Silver Darn if you ask me.”
“You see how she reached out and stopped you as you reached the curve?” asked
Clarabel. “Trouble! Pure trouble!”
“That’s not a nice thing to say about a lady!” said James. “The track’s bad there.
The curves are too tight. It wasn’t her fault!”
“I don’t mean to be any trouble,” said Silver Dawn sweetly.
Thomas finally found his voice. “Well, you sure were trouble down at Glendale!
What was that, four times you uncoupled? For no reason?”
“Just to see what would happen,” said Annie, with disgust.
“Leave her alone!” said James. “Obviously you weren’t worthy to pull her,
Thomas. You are just a tank engine. Who ever heard of a tank engine pulling a
streamliner? A beautiful silver streamliner? Of course she couldn’t stay coupled.”
“She’s just trouble!” said Thomas.
“Oh, it hurts to be beat against buildings, then a bumper, and now it’s all blamed
on me!” cried Dawn.
“You should just shut up,” remarked Clarabel.
“The rest of you should shut up,” responded James. “You shouldn’t be mean to
Silver Dawn. She’s sensitive! It’s not her fault.”
“Well, that road diesel, 2338, is supposed to take her away tomorrow,” said
Thomas, hoping this might end the discussion.
“Oh no! A road diesel! Oh, how shameful that would be!” cried Dawn.
“I ought to take you,” said James. “Where? I’ll take you anywhere!”
But Silver Dawn only whimpered sadly, just loud enough that they could all hear
her.
“A road diesel indeed! Like mere freight. That would be as inappropriate as
being pulled by a tank engine,” said James sympathetically.”
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Nobody wanted to speak further. Thomas didn’t see the point in restarting the
argument. Annie and Clarabel were obviously miffed. Silver Dawn seemed content just
to get sympathy from James, to the disgust of Annie and Clarabel.
The local freight was early the next day. As 2338 came past on his way to the
freight station, he laughed, “Well, what have we here? Looks like the littlest streamliner!
One car and a bitty tank engine. No doubt the slowest ever streamliner train too!”

James agreed, and let Thomas know it. But James was still upset that this nasty
diesel would be going off with Silver Dawn. However, it didn’t happen! The diesel
dropped off some barrels, left a car beside the big goods station, and went on his way.
James felt his boiler heating up, even without a fire, just hoping he would get to
take Silver Dawn home. But that didn’t happen either.
Frank and his fireman appeared shortly, and started preparing Thomas to go.
“We’ll top off the coal, fill it to the top, for this trip,” Frank said. We can make it to the
Big Station if we are careful.”
What? Thomas thought he must be dreaming. The Big Station? He would be
going on the main line to the Big Station? Wow. His irritation at Silver Dawn from the
day before was forgotten.
“Seems like we’d be better off with the red one, number five,” the Fireman
responded to Frank. “More coal. More water. You sure we can get there?”
“Yes, Pick me! Pick me!” James said under his breath. He could just picture how
fine he’d look rolling along pulling Silver Dawn.
“Foreman says we can make it there with the tank engine,” Frank replied to the
fireman. “It’s down hill all the way to Glendale, too. That helps. Yes, we’ll get there. If
we have coupler problems, we’re better off with this engine. We don’t want the kind of
coupler problems we’d have with that red one and its lousy coupler. We’ll be going
backwards. Not so good with a tender. But the car won’t come uncoupled that way.”
Thomas looked over at James. He thought he saw steam, even though James
didn’t have his fires lit. Yes, James was still mad. But, Thomas thought, that was too
bad. He was going to get to go to the Big Station! That was a thrill. Thomas just wasn’t
going to worry about what James might think.
After pulling forward to top off at the coal loader, Thomas backed up with the
observation car, then pulled forward onto the loop just far enough to clear the turnout to
Glendale. Then, off they went, with Silver Dawn, the streamlined observation car, in
front, and Thomas, in reverse, pushing. “Whee!” cried Dawn in excitement as they
coasted down the grade toward Glendale.
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“Look. He’s backing Dawn the grade!” remarked Annie as they passed. “Good
riddance!”
“Stay away! And don’t come back!” added Clarabel.
James stayed quiet, and glowered.

“Ooh! This is fun, Thomas!” cried Silver Dawn as they went around a curve. “I
never get to go in front with those mean diesels!”
Thomas wasn’t sure how he should respond. He had been very annoyed with
Silver Dawn the day before, knowing that she may have deliberately caused all those
problems. But, now she was his reason for getting to go to the Big Station, even if he did
have to back all the way there. Backing wasn’t a big deal for a tank engine, though it was
an odd thing to do outside the yard. And, thinking of Dawn, she hadn’t said anything
mean, despite the comments from Annie and Clarabel. Since Dawn hadn’t asked him
anything, he decided that he didn’t need to make a reply.
They went slowly past the passenger platform at Glendale. The station manager
there called to Frank as he passed, “What? What are you doing? Well, watch yourself on
the main line.”

From here on was all new to Thomas. But, he had a “Clarabel view” of it all: he
could only see where he had been.
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Dawn was in front, having a great time of it. “Oh, Thomas, this is fun! Oh, you
are my very favorite engine! Don’t we make a nice train together! Whee!”
Thomas couldn’t help himself. He was starting to like Silver Dawn. Despite
yesterday’s problems. They certainly must make an unusual sight, traveling with her in
front and him going backwards! Nice? He wouldn’t have thought so. But, if there were
passengers, they might enjoy it. He was just excited to be going to the Big Station.
After a while, they passed a big ornate yellow passenger station. But, it looked
decrepit, abandoned, and empty. Of course, Thomas only saw it after they had passed.
He thought to himself, “Oh! That’s a nice station. But, it’s all closed up! If that’s not
the Big Station, and not worth opening, why, the Big Station must be grand indeed!

They kept going. Thomas wondered, “Do I have enough coal? How much
farther?” But he need not have worried. Not far after the derelict station, he heard
laughter behind him. Actually, ahead of him, since he was going backwards. What was
it?
Then, he saw himself pass by 2338, the diesel with the local freight, sitting on a
siding. That 2338 was laughing at him! He could also see the observation car from the
Express. Frank slowed them down, not that they had really been going fast. Thomas
thought to himself, We must be here!
Sure enough, “We’re here!” cried Dawn. “Thank you, Thomas, dear. This has
been a wonderful trip! Now, just help me to my house.”
What? Her house? Thomas was amazed. Streamlined cars had their own
“house?” Why, back in England, only engines had shelter, and just a “shed” at that.
Thomas asked, “You have a house?”
“Oh, yes! And a grand house it is, too! Brand new. Brick, with arched doors.
You should see it!” replied Dawn. “Come on in with me!”
Thomas was anxious to do just that! Oh boy, Oh boy, Oh boy, he thought to
himself. They turned off the main line over a couple of switches rather slowly and
Thomas figured they were close.
But, then Thomas heard a voice behind him yell, “Hey, you! Stop there! Don’t
you dare take that dirty steamer into the shop! You stay right there!”
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Thomas could go no farther. He felt Dawn tug at his coupler, “Come on in!”
But his brake was on.
Thomas thought, Maybe if I think real hard, I can ease the brake off and slip back
just a little more! But, it was no good. The Fireman had his hand on the brake, and
Frank, his engineer, had the throttle firmly closed. He felt Dawn being uncoupled.
“Bye, bye, little Thomas!” called Silver Dawn happily. “Come back and see me!
Let’s make a train together again sometime!”
Thomas was both thrilled, and disappointed. He had so wanted to go into Silver
Dawn’s house with her! But, it was so nice to have her ask him to come back. And, it
had been fun to make a train with her, all the way from Girard.
“OK, now get this stinking thing outa’ here!” came the unpleasant voice that had
barred Thomas from entering Silver Dawn’s house.
“Gotta get some coal, first!” replied Frank.
“See to it, boys,” commanded the voice. That must be the Station Manager of the
Big Station, thought Thomas. No, this was the Big Station! More important, and more
people. Maybe they had a Yard Supervisor. Soon many shovelfuls of coal had been
added to top off Thomas’s coal bin. At Frank’s insistence, water was added to his tanks.
“Can’t we even grab a bite to eat?” asked Frank.
“Eat when you get home!” came the reply. “I need these tracks cleared.”
Frank spoke lowly, so just his fireman could hear him, “I don’t see the hurry.
Nobody else seems lined up to get into the shop.”
“Get movin’, I said!” came the voice. Yes, that must be the Yard Manager,
thought Thomas.
Then he realized, why, he would not need to be turned around. He was already
facing away from the Big Station! He would never even get to see it! How could he tell
Annie and Clarabel about it? And James? Yes, what would he tell James?
Sure enough. Frank eased the throttle open, and Thomas retraced his path, out
onto the main line, towards Glendale and Girard. He was so disappointed! He never got
to see the Big Station, the Streamline Passenger Car House, or anything else! Just a
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couple of sidings. With trains he had already seen. He had been to the Big Station, but
he still had not seen it!
Now that he was alone, with just Frank and his fireman, not having to think about
going backwards, Thomas noticed more. Yes, the track work here on the main line was
pretty bad. No ballast at all, and very few sleepers! No wonder there were problems!
Thomas passed the old locked up station, then Glendale, and was finally steaming
up the grade to Girard. He was glad he wasn’t still pulling that heavy car with his coal
running low. But, he thought, he had enjoyed going to the Big Station. With Silver
Dawn. And, she liked him best!

Finally, Thomas got home to Girard. As he passed James, he could see that James
was still fuming.
Annie said, “Oh. Here’s Thomas,” without any enthusiasm.
Clarabel added, “Back from running off with that stupid Silver Dawn I suppose.”
Thomas was troubled. James, Annie, and Clarabel were all upset with him.
Girard was going to be a lonely place without his friends. He knew what the problem
was. He had gotten to go to the Big Station, and they hadn’t. And James wanted to make
a train with Silver Dawn. Thomas had done both. It wasn’t his fault. Not that it was a
“fault.” The Station Manager had made the decision. Annie and Clarabel didn’t like
Silver Dawn, and were mad at him for going off with her. What could Thomas do?
Would James, or Annie, or Clarabel ever even talk to him again?
Frank maneuvered Thomas onto the siding next to the goods station, and secured
him for the day. James made his passenger run to Glendale later, and returned, still with
not a word to Thomas.
Thomas decided there was nothing he could do about it. He had done nothing
wrong. He would just have to wait. Eventually, James would get curious about what was
at the Big Station. Yes, James would have to know. He would really want to know about
Silver Dawn’s house. Annie and Clarabel would be surprised, and amazed. James
wouldn’t know that Thomas really didn’t see much. Yes, Thomas could wait. That’s
what he would do. He would wait.
If James wanted to know something about the Big Station or the Main Line, then
he could just decide to be friendly again first. Annie and Clarabel too.
Thomas was sure things would be back to being friendly fairly soon. As long as
Silver Dawn didn’t come back to Girard!
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Electric Engines
Thomas had not given much thought to his strange dream for a while, with all the
recent excitement at Girard Station with Silver Dawn. He went to sleep hoping that
James and Annie and Clarabel would be friendly to him again soon. Why did things have
to be so complicated and confusing? Why would they care that he had taken Silver Dawn
to the big station? He wished he could be back on Sodor, where things were predictable.
There he could count on making his daily run with Annie and Clarabel, and finding one
or more of the other engines to talk to at the station. Every once in a while something
unusual or troublesome would happen, but not very often. Maybe, by wishing really
hard, he could make it happen, and that he could go back to Sodor! He tried. As he went
to sleep, he was wishing, “I wish I was back on Sodor! I wish I was back on Sodor!”
Well, it didn’t work. Or, it didn’t work right! In the morning, Thomas awoke.
He wasn’t at Girard! Was it Sodor? He took a quick look around. No. He recognized
this place. It was the strange place he had been before, not too long ago.

He heard Annie’s voice, “Hello! Thomas! It looks like we are in that other
Girard again! The one with the green grass.”
“Yes, and there’s another train next to us. A goods train,” Clarabel chimed in.
Thomas was so glad to hear those familiar voices! Thank goodness! And neither
seemed upset with him now. He replied, “Glad to hear that you are here with me! But
why are we here again? I was wishing I was back in Sodor, not here!”
Then, from Thomas’s right, came a deep voce he recognized. “So, little engine,
you came back?”
Thomas recognized 3242, the huge engine that he had met before. The one that
said it was “electric.” Thomas replied, “Yes, I’m back, with my friends Annie and
Clarabel. Do you know how we got here? It all seems so strange.”
“I was just out for a run around the track. To keep my bearings loose. I stopped,
and then, I heard you. So, I don’t know. But, it can’t be hard for a little engine like you
to be moved and put on the track. Maybe you came on a truck. Or in the back of a car.”
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“I didn’t see him come either,” said another voice from Thomas’s left. Thomas
looked again. Why, the engine there beside him looked just like 3242, but smaller.
“Hello! I’m Thomas. My coaches are Annie and Clarabel. Who are you?” asked
Thomas.
“I’m 3250,” the other locomotive answered. “I’m an Ives electric locomotive.
What are you?”
“I’m a tank engine,” replied Thomas.
“Huh? What exactly is a tank engine?”
“Like Ceandoh,” said 3242 helpfully.
“Oh. I thought he was a ‘dockside,’ answered Thomas’s new friend. “That’s
some kind of steam engine. Switching cars on the docks, I suppose. Not too many of
them around here. I guess a Tank engine burns stuff too? Seems awfully messy.”
“Electric engines are indeed much cleaner,” agreed 3242.
Thomas remembered talk about this “electric engine” bit from 3242 the last time
he was here. But, it didn’t make any sense. “What is an electric engine? I mean, how
does it work?” He asked.
“What do you mean?” asked 3242. “When my engineer wants to go, I draw
power from the track, and send it to my motor, and off we go! Nothing to it!”
“But, I mean, how does it work?” asked Thomas. “I burn coal to make steam, and
the steam pushes my pistons, and the pistons push the cranks, and the cranks turn the
wheels. How can electricity make wheels turn?”
“How quaint,” 3242 remarked. “All you have to do is take the electricity and it
makes you go! What’s there to understand?”
“Well, what does it look like, this electricity?” asked Thomas.
Both of the locomotives on either side laughed. “It’s invisible!” explained 3250.
Invisible? Thomas wondered how anything invisible could power an engine.
“That sounds more like magic than anything that would really work,” he said. Invisible
indeed! Maybe whatever it was, they just couldn’t see it. Thomas didn’t understand how
3242 could see anything much, since he always seemed to have a rather blank stare. The
smaller 3250 too. Maybe they just couldn’t see well enough.
“Well, it does work. I’ll show you!” said 3250, whose engineer had just returned
from the station. Slowly, and with some strange noises, 3250 started up with a bit of a
sudden jerk. Then, he was indeed moving out of the station, apparently using
“electricity” to pull his goods train. Thomas couldn’t see anything to make him go.
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“He sounds like he needs lubrication,” Annie commented.
“The trucks need it too!” added Clarabel.
“Well, he doesn’t get out enough,” said 3242 defensively. “There’s not much
track here, and lots and lots of engines. I don’t get to run very often either. There are
some engines around here that you never see on the track.”
“What? Where are they? Are they just sitting on the dirt?” asked Thomas. “That
would be really bad.”
“Oh, no. They aren’t on dirt. They are on track, but just short sections of straight
track. For exhibit. The owner’s a collector, you see.”
“A collector?” Thomas was puzzled. “An owner owns and runs the railroad,
doesn’t he? What do you mean by ‘collector’?”
“He collects locomotives. And cars. And stations. We are all in his Collection.”
“What’s the sense of having a railroad, and having engines and trucks, or cars,
and not using them?” asked Thomas. “Railroads are to carry freight, and passengers.
Right?” This was puzzling indeed! How could a railroad be anything else? How could
an engine be Useful, really Useful, unless he transported cargo or did other things to
make a railroad run? Were these engines not Useful? Thomas wondered. But, it would
be insulting to ask.
“You mean nobody here is Useful?” Annie asked, surprising Thomas with his
own question.
“Hmm, Never thought of it that way,” admitted 3242. “Well, some engines have
won races! The owner has a bunch of ribbons for winning locomotive races. The Marx
Union Pacific M10,000 is the biggest champion. Several blue ribbons! Won the Owner
a lot of money, I’m sure. That’s Useful, isn’t it?”
About then 3250 came back around and stopped in front of the station. The
engineer hopped out, and walked over to 3242. Thomas recognized him as “Johnny”
from his previous stay here. Wait. That didn’t make sense; Johhny was the fireman and
Stephen the engineer. Seems Johhny must have had a promotion.
“Time to go!” called 3242, and off he went. Thomas remembered that the tracks
here went in a loop, so he expected to see 3242 come back around soon. But it didn’t
happen that way.
Thomas heard Clarabel call, “Look! This one has passenger cars!” Soon an even
bigger engine pulled up beside Thomas on the track, laboring rather heavily. Thomas
didn’t hear steam sounds or diesel sounds. Another electric engine, he thought. Maybe
being “electric” had something to do with those odd metal contraptions on its hood.
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“Hello, I’m Thomas. Who are you?” he asked, trying to be friendly. As he
waited for an answer, he thought to himself that it was a good idea to try and be friendly
to someone that big, even if you were unlikely to find yourself on the same track.
“That’s Richart,” 3250 told Thomas. “He thinks he’s an Ives, but he really isn’t!”
Richart said nothing. Thomas wondered if he had to catch his breath first.
“What’s an Ives?” asked Thomas. He recalled that 3250 said he was one.
“Ives makes locomotives,” answered 3250. “Mostly electric. Mechanicals too.”
“Like Lionel?” asked Thomas. “I heard that Lionel makes engines, and trucks,
and buildings, and track, and, well, just about everything.”
“Well, so does Ives,” said 3250. “Or they did, until Lionel bought them. That
was after my time.”
“What?” Thomas couldn’t think of anything to say. If Ives or Lionel made
things, how could they buy each other? It didn’t make sense. Owners bought engines.
The Fat Controller, who must be sort of like an owner here, bought Percy, back on Sodor.
He supposed owners bought cars, and track, and paid the engineers too. They got the
money from tickets passengers bought, or from moving goods. How could an owner
afford not to run his engines? How could you buy Ives, someone who makes engines?
Just like you were buying a ticket for a train trip, or buying an engine? Finally, Thomas
said, “I don’t understand. How can a Lionel buy an Ives?”
3250 took his time answering. “I don’t recon’ I understand it, but that’s what I
heard. Lionel and Flyer bought Ives, and ate him. Then later, Lionel ate Flyer. Now that
I’m saying it, it doesn’t make much sense, does it? But, that’s what they say.”
Thomas had to agree that it made no sense at all. Even less sense than this
business about electric engines and invisible electricity. Was Lionel some kind of a
monster? What if he really was?
Meanwhile, Richart just sat there, listening perhaps.
Thomas was thinking about all this, and become so confused, that he shut his eyes
and dozed off. He was startled awake when Clarabel called, “Company coming. And,
it’s a steam engine!”
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Sure enough! Thomas could hear the chuffing of a steam locomotive approaching
on his right. Wait a minute! Thomas suddenly realized that he, Annie, and Clarabel were
on the inside track, next to the Girard station. That’s where 3250 had just been. And
now, 3250 and the big engine called “Richart” were gone! How did that happen? There
were too many unexplained things going on here!
The locomotive puffed up and came to a stop beside Thomas.
“Hello! I’m Thomas. Who are you?” Thomas asked, trying to remain cheerful.
“I’m Ceandoh,” the other locomotive replied.
Just then, an engineer boarded Thomas. Oh! It was Johnny. “Wanna race?” he
called to the engineer aboard Ceandoh.”
Thomas wondered how this engineer “Johnny, ” or the other one, “Stephen,” had
the authority to, just any time, climb into his cab and make him race. Where was Frank?
He could trust Frank. Or the Fat Engineer. Or the engineers on Sodor. Thomas reacted
by saying, quietly, “Uh oh!”
“Yeah. That guy likes to race,” hissed Ceandoh quietly. “Don’t worry, though.”
Ceandoh’s engineer calmly replied, “Remember what happened last time? Maybe
we’d better not.”
Suddenly Thomas remembered. It was this engine, a tank engine like himself,
who had pulled the crane car, when he was forced to race against James the last time he
was here. This would be trouble, if he were to come off the tracks again. Who would
bring the crane?
Well, it looked like a race was going to happen anyway. Johnny yelled to
Ceandoh’s engineer, “Come on!”
“You sure? We wouldn’t want to get in trouble.”
Why, that was Stephen in Ceandoh’s cab! Thomas’s engineer before!
“Yeah, but it was fun!” Johnny replied.
“You lost the bet and a bundle on that, and just about killed us both!”
“Aw, come on. Nobody got hurt. Much.”
“I guess so, then! I’m not sure this engine is good at racing. But, sure. We ought
to find out, don’t you think?” Stephen replied.
They both started up. Stephen may not have been as enthusiastic, but he must
have decided he didn’t want to be second, either. After just once around the track, no,
not even the first complete turn, Ceandoh came off the track.
“I told you so! It wasn’t a good idea to race!” called Stephen to Johnny.
Thomas was just happy it wasn’t him this time. But, Ceandoh didn’t seem upset.
“Told you not to worry. I don’t race. I’m a serious locomotive, for useful jobs,”
Ceandoh remarked to Thomas.
“Who will bring the crane?” asked Clarabel, concerned about their helpful new
friend.
“Don’t fret. Someone will,” was Ceandoh’s answer.
Sure enough. Thomas heard a diesel slowly approach, but couldn’t see it.
Clarabel reported to him that a crane car was getting set to put Ceandoh back on the
tracks.
“I’m getting a bit tired of putting locomotives back on the tracks, when there
wasn’t a good reason for them to come off in the first place,” said one of the workers.
“Quit complainin’! It’s a job, ain’t it?” replied another.
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“Least it wasn’t one of them big monsters” a third man said.
“They got their own crane. Not our problem! This thing’s problem enough.”
Thomas wondered if there was a crane big enough to match 3242 and Richart.
That would be an enormous crane indeed!

Soon Ceandoh was back to normal, and they were both were back at the station.
Thomas never did see the diesel. “The diesel pulling the crane was Blue, but I didn’t get
the number,” Clarabel reported. “It was behind a tower and I couldn’t make it out.”
Thomas wondered if a blue diesel would be nicer than the other sorts.
“That was 624,” Ceandoh said. “He’s a good engine.”
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The two engineers, Johnny and Frank, and their firemen, left to visit the
stationmaster. While nobody else was around, Thomas thanked Ceandoh. “Thank you
for putting a quick end to the race.”
“Not a problem. I don’t like racing either.” The other locomotive replied.
“Have you been here long?” Thomas asked.
“No, can’t say that I have. Seems one day I was switching freight cars on the
docks in Baltimore. Then I was here. Not that I really recall anything very well. It all
seems so hazy. I’m not sure what I’m supposed to be doing here, except I’ve been used
to pull a few cars around this loop. And the crane a few times. But, I guess you know
about that.”
Just then, Ceandoh’s engineer, Stephen, emerged from the station and hastened to
the tank engine. The station master called, “All clear now!” The black tank engine
pulled out slowly and around the bend, leaving Thomas, Annie, and Clarabel alone on the
tracks.
“Not very many people here,” remarked Annie. “You’d think we would have
some passengers.”
“But, where would we take them?” asked Clarabel. “No place to go but right
back here!”
“Wait, here comes someone!” called Annie.
Thomas listened. Sure enough, he could hear music. Here came a band. Well,
sort of a band. The four men included one carrying a horn and another a drum. One man
in front was leading and directing. One of them had no arms or instrument! But he was
whistling loudly. They were playing tune as they trooped past.
Thomas suddenly perked up, sat tall on his wheels, and sang out. “God save our
precious Queen….” As he continued, Annie and Clarabel joined in, “Long live our noble
Queen, God save the Queen…”
The band kept playing as they approached. Thomas, Annie, and Clarabel
continued, as they knew they ought, to the final “God save the Queen!”

The band director was looking around. “What’s all that? Who’s that singing the
wrong words? It’s ‘My Country ‘tis of Thee!’ Don’t you know anything?” He looked at
the windows of the two coaches, but without finding the singers. Finally, he said,
“There’s no Queen around here! This is the good old U.S.A.!”
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Just one more odd thing about this strange place, thought Thomas.
The four musicians went into the station, and came out after five minutes or so.
They then climbed aboard Annie.
“Hey there! Let’s get moving!” called the band director to the station master.
Thomas’s engineer Johnny and his fireman reappeared. Soon they were off.
By this time, Thomas had been here long enough to know that the track would
just circle around, and he didn’t really expect any big surprises. Yes, Ceandoh would
probably be gone, and there might be yet another train mysteriously appearing on the
other track, in the strange way things happened around here. Maybe even another big
train.
But Thomas was completely unprepared for what he saw as he came around the
turn. Here was an even bigger locomotive than 3242, or even big Richart!

Thomas was totally shocked. This locomotive was longer than he and Annie and
Clarabel put together, and much, much bigger! This must be some kind of place where
giants dwell, he thought. Surely he must be dreaming! Nothing like this could really
exist!
Maybe it was the shock of seeing something so large, seemingly so wrong.
Thomas was disoriented. And, without knowing what or how it happened, the next thing
he was aware of was that he was waking up, back on his familiar siding in Girard.
Was it too much to expect that this had been just a dream? Could dreams be
shared? He wondered. “Annie, did you see what I saw?” he asked, almost afraid of what
the answer might be.
“I think it was another electric,” she replied.
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“What was?” asked Clarabel.
“You remember 3242? That pathetically small electric locomotive?” Annie asked
Clarabel.”
“Small! That engine was huge! And so were the coaches!” Clarabel responded.
“Well, Thomas and I can tell you, compared to the engine we just saw, 3242 was
small.”
“How could any engine be that large?” asked Clarabel. “Why, it wouldn’t be able
to get around the curves! What kind of crazy place was that, anyway. With the green
grass, the small track, no switches, and lots of trains showing up out of nowhere. It was
all so strange!”
Thomas didn’t have an answer.
“If you ask me, this place is strange too! No green grass, everything shabby, lots
of nonsense going on, and more trains here than track too!” said Annie, frowning slightly.
Thomas wondered, what kind of place is this indeed? “We sure aren’t in Sodor
anymore,” he said. “And, it doesn’t look like we are going to get back there anytime
soon, either. I’d rather be here, though, than that other place. I don’t see how we were
Useful at all there, in that other strange ‘Girard.’ I don’t see how any of the trains there
could be Useful! At least here you get to take passengers to Glendale, and I get to do
shunting.”
You’d better not let the Fat Engineer hear you call it ‘shunting’,” Annie
cautioned. Thomas recalled all the fuss about using the correct railroad terms here.
“Well, this isn’t Sodor, that is for sure. But I think we can be happy here. Yes,
happy and Useful,” said Clarabel. “Where’s James? Let’s get back to operating as
scheduled, and forget that strange place with its huge engines. Trains should run on time.
The passengers will want that. And, the Owner would want it that way. Happy
passengers, and predictable schedules, make happy trains! Right?”
“Yes, of course right!” Thomas agreed. At least he was Useful here. All of them
were.
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Adventure on Another Railroad
Thomas was happy to perform his switching duties at the yard in Girard. Things
had settled down into a routine. James pulled the passenger train with Annie and
Clarabel to Glendale, now twice a day. The local freight, pulled by the diesel 2338, came
by and dropped off cars and picked up those Thomas had spotted for pick up. The diesel
wasn’t at all friendly, but James had a chance to talk to steamer 2034 who pulled the
express past Glendale. As always, Thomas got news from James.

Nobody had seen the big diesel Superchief for a while, or Black Bart, 224.
Thomas was very fond of Black Bart. “Probably the track’s too bad on the main line,”
explained James.
Thomas figured he was probably right. The track work here left a lot to be
desired. The curves were tight, the rails were uneven in places, and there was not enough
ballast. There were not enough sleepers on the main line either. Derailments were not
uncommon, and the track crews seemed to treat that as normal workings. Thomas
couldn’t imagine that being tolerated on Sodor. Why, the Fat Controller would have
made sure things were fixed! He kept a well run railroad.
Thomas tried to ignore James when he complained, as he often did. What good
would it do to be unhappy? And, at least they were useful here. But oh, wouldn’t it be
nice to be in a prettier place! Maybe a place with green grass, well kept buildings,
smooth and even track, larger radius curves, and long tangents where one could really get
one’s steam up! Someplace like Sodor. Someplace that’s green. Occasionally Thomas
would wake up, and before he opened his eyes, he would wish with all his heart, “Let me
be back in Sodor! Or someplace nice.” It never did any good, though.
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But then one morning, he was surprised. He woke up, and, wow! Why, here he
was, someplace else! Not on any shabby siding, either, but all alone on what seemed to
be the main line. He looked around. This wasn’t that place, the other Girard, with the
small track and the engineers that likes to race, either. This place was big! Why, there
was a station just over there to Thomas’s right. He read the sign: “Lionel City.”

Why, this must be where the Lionel trains come from, thought Thomas. He didn’t
see any at the moment. But people seemed to be waiting. Why, look the track! The
track over there was large, very wide, like the track that electric engine 3242 ran on.
“Standard gauge,” he remembered it was called. Thomas then noticed the track that he
was on. Nice, smooth, and with plenty of sleepers! And only two rails! Like Sodor. He
looked again. No, there really was a third rail after all, but he had not noticed it at first.
It was black! What kind of metal rail is black? he asked himself. What would a black
rail do? He continued to look around in wonder at the expansive landscape. It was
beautiful!
An engineer and fireman came and prepared Thomas to go, lighting his fires and
checking the lubrication. He didn’t recognize the voices.
“The Owner had the Daylight and all the passenger train moved out of the way for
this thing?” one of them said incredulously.
“Yeah. A lot of trouble, and for what? What would he need with this engine?”
Thomas thought to himself, They are talking about me! He decided that he’d
better stay quiet. This appeared to be such a nice place that he didn’t want to take a
chance of being banished. If they found out he was a talking engine, something very
uncommon outside of Sodor, he might be. He’d just have to wait and see what happened.
Pretty soon he was ready to go for a “Test run,” as the engineer called it. Thomas
recalled making test runs at Girard when he first arrived there. It was what the Owner or
Manager or Controller did to check out a new engine. Have I been bought by a different
owner? Thomas wondered. This would be a lovely place to live!
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This test run turned out to be a much longer excursion than the Girard loop. He
passed a farm, some small stations, a huge bridge, and through a couple of tunnels. Yes,
this was a much bigger place than Girard, or even Girard, Glendale, and the whole main
line to the Big Station put together! He had seen some other rolling stock, all new
looking trucks. Everything else was new looking also. And, oh! This railroad had
signals! Not just old semaphores, either, but lighted signals! They worked, too! Thomas
could see them change to red as he passed by.

Eventually he found himself back where he started. He wondered if he had
passed the test. Nothing bad had happened! But, the engineer didn’t say anything that
was encouraging. “Nothing wrong yet,” he said to the fireman, as the two went over to
the nearby station.
“Still, what’s the point?” the fireman answered.
Thomas ignored them. He liked what he had seen. Yes, this place was green!
All the buildings were well kept up, the track work was very fine, even with gradual lead
in to the curves, and no tight radius curves, either! There was just one thing wrong that
he could think of. None of his friends were here, and he had not met any new engines to
make friends with either.
Suddenly, he heard someone from behind him say, “Well, hello! Where are we?
Do you know?”
“Annie!” cried Thomas, recognizing her voice.
“Looks nice here. There’s a station right behind us,” Thomas heard Clarabel say.
“Well! A lady is waving to me. They must be friendly here!” she added.
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“Look at the track!” exclaimed Annie. “And, grass. Even shrubbery! This is
nice! Not Sodor, though. Clarabel, there’s another station over here, too.”
“Yes, Lionel City,” said Thomas.
“Oh! Is this where Lionel makes train engines and cars? Is this where we come
from?” asked Clarabel with excitement.
“That’d be a factory. I don’t see a factory, or even any sidings,” replied Annie.
“I think we are here for a trial run,” said Thomas. “Like when we got to Girard.
Maybe the Owner sold us, and a new Owner is checking up on us. That’s what it
sounded like, from what the Engineer and Fireman were saying.”
“But if this is Lionel City….“ Annie hesitated. “Uh, Thomas. Lionel made us,
right?”
“Yes. That’s what I heard in Girard, but I always thought I was made in England.”
Thomas replied. “I’m sure we were. But maybe it was Lionel that made us in England. I
never heard anything about that on Sodor, though. Hadn’t thought about it.”
“I guess so. Still…” Annie seemed to want to say more, but seemed reluctant.
“So, what is it?” asked Clarabel. “Annie, do you know why we are here?”
“I’m sure we are being checked by a new Owner,” Thomas interrupted. “From
what the Engineer and Fireman said,” he repeated. “But, I have to admit, they didn’t
seem enthusiastic. I don’t think they thought I would be Useful.”
“Oh,” replied Annie with disappointment. “That makes sense, I suppose. I just
thought maybe it was something else.”
“What else?” demanded Clarabel. “Thomas may be wrong. He’s been wrong
before!”
“Well,” began Annie, hesitantly. “I thought, maybe, just maybe…”
“Yes?” encouraged Clarabel.
“Just when was I wrong?” interjected Thomas, frowning.
“Lots of times! And do be quiet, Thomas! I was asking Annie.” Clarabel
answered with annoyance. She then said, encouragingly, “Annie, what do you think it
is? Or where?”
“Well,” repeated Annie, “I just though maybe we have gone to Lionel heaven.”
There was a long silence.
Thomas was first to reply, “Can’t be. It’s like Girard. We’re being tried out.”
“It is most definitely not like Girard!” Clarabel snapped, startling the passengers.
“Look around! It’s pretty! See the trees! Nice tracks! Friendly people! Why, if this
isn’t Lionel heaven, what is?”
“But, wouldn’t that mean, well, that we aren’t in Girard anymore? Or Sodor, or
anywhere?” asked Annie. “Does it mean we were sold and cut up for scrap?”
“We are here, aren’t we? What do you mean, ‘sold and cut up for scrap!’” replied
Clarabel. “We are here. So we are not in Girard, and not in Sodor. We can’t be in two
places at the same time; that doesn’t make sense!”
Thomas didn’t feel like arguing, so he said nothing. He didn’t think Annie was
right, but then he didn’t really know. Clarabel was certainly correct about one thing: this
was a really nice place! But, would they stay? Would the Owner here want them?
Could they be Useful here?
None of them said anything more, and the passengers eventually resumed their
small talk as they waited on the platform.
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Finally, the Engineer and Fireman came back. “So, two passenger cars. Old
ones. Look, only four wheels!” Thomas thought that was the engineer talking.
“The owner likes old cars,” the fireman said. “Good condition. Sort of too good,
though. They sure don’t look like Ives. New, plastic bodies. What are they?”
“Beats me. Modern stuff. See these switches here in the cab? A lot of this
modern electronics crap. Not like the good old fashion E units. I don’t like it.”
“Hey, the Owner likes modern locomotives! How about the Daylight? You don’t
like it just because you aren’t qualified for the new ones yet! Too old, maybe. Can’t
teach an old dog new tricks.”
“Bah! What do you know? You be quiet, and let’s get going!”
With that, pulling Annie and Clarabel, Thomas eased away from the station and
into a tunnel. They ran for a long time, past many stations and beautiful scenery. All the
way, the curves were gentle and the track work was first rate!

Thomas didn’t say a word. Neither did Annie or Clarabel. They all just looked
and wondered at the beauty of this new place. People waved from all the stations. The
fireman waved back. Everyone seemed happy, except the Engineer, who told the fireman
that he wasn’t so very qualified either. “No ‘RailsoundsTM’ for you anytime soon!”
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At one point Thomas and his train passed over an enormous trestle bridge.
“Don’t look down!” Thomas called to Annie, without thinking about it.
“Hey, you think I’m afraid?” the fireman said. “Are you crazy? If that big ‘un
and twenty cars can cross it, this little thing’s no problem!” the fireman said indignantly.

”What? What are you talking about? ‘Big un?’ You don’t even know what kind
of locomotive it is!” replied the engineer.
“You said I was afraid to look down!” the fireman complained.
“Did not! You mind that fire, you hear?” the engineer replied.
Thomas realized that these folks were obviously not used to talking engines.

They got to the end of the trestle, and then returned to the valley, continuing to
pass various stations and other buildings. Finally, they came over a turnout, and Thomas
found himself pulling off the main line into a huge station. It had a glass cover over the
tracks! Thomas had never seen anything so elegant. But, on the way in, Clarabel
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derailed. They were stuck for a while, until the fireman could go to the station and return
with some maintenance men to lever her back onto the track.
“Well, I guess maybe this isn’t Lionel heaven after all,” Clarabel sighed.
“Maybe not. But not bad at all, though! I wouldn’t mind running on this railroad
every day!” replied Annie.
“Yes, it’s a very nice Railroad, this Lionel City railroad,” added Thomas.
“Who’s that? Who’s that talking?” asked the engineer in alarm, and looked this
way and that for the source of the voice. But Thomas, Annie, and Clarabel stayed very
quiet, and eventually he calmed down. “This stupid engine and train has me talking
crazy. Seems like I’m hearing voices, or something,” he muttered to himself.
When Clarabel was back on the tracks, the fireman climbed aboard and Thomas
finally was able to pull into the station.
There were three tracks, and on the track just to the right of Thomas, a train was
already there. At the back was a guard van. No, “caboose” was what they were called
here. Then a red hopper, a green gondola, and an engine.
“What? This hopper is labeled ‘Sodor Mining’,” exclaimed Annie excitedly. “Do
you suppose we are back on Sodor? A part we never saw before?”
“You talking nonsense again?” asked the engineer.
“I didn’t say nothing, boss,” replied the fireman. “That was someone on the
platform. You sure are jumpy today.”
Annie remained quiet, but Thomas looked right and noticed that the gondola was
lettered, “Sodor Cargo Co.” Could Annie be right? But, these people didn’t talk like
Englishmen, and things just didn’t look like Sodor. Not at all. But he didn’t dare say
anything, at least not now. He then had yet another surprise. At the head of the other
train was none other than his friend Ceandoh! The tank engine from that other railroad.
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Thomas waited until the engineer and fireman secured things and left to check in
at the station. Then he said, quietly to avoid scaring people, “Is that you, Ceandoh?
What are you doing here? Where are we?”
“What, is that Thomas?” Ceandoh asked in a pleased tone.
“Yes. Annie and Clarabel are here too.”
“Quite a place, isn’t it?” Ceandoh commented.
“It’s beautiful! Annie thought it might be Lionel heaven. There’s a station,
‘Lionel City,’ back down the main line. Is that the name of this place?” Thomas asked.
“I don’t know. I don’t trust names on stations, you know. The station where I
normally live is labeled ‘Girard,’ but everybody knows the place is called Woodbourne.”
“I wondered if the Owner of this railroad is buying us, and trying us out.”
Ceandoh mulled this over for a minute. “Could be he wants a tank engine. But,
why, then, are both of us here? Maybe he’s going to buy one of us or the other.”
“So, it would come down to which one of us was a more useful engine?” Thomas
thought, as soon as he said this, that he didn’t like that idea. If only one of them was
chosen, that would mean that the other had to go back to a rather less than pleasant place.
“It might be that he’ll buy the cheapest, not the most useful,” replied Ceandoh.
“That sounds like the Owner back in Girard!” Annie chimed in.
“And my Owner is normally looking just for very old engines; I don’t know why
he bought me in the first place,” added Ceandoh.
“Well, the owner here seems to really like nice things. Just look around,”
observed Thomas with a sigh. “It would be really, really nice to stay here.”
“But what would you do?” asked Ceandoh. “Did you notice? There are no
sidings! Well, just these two in the big station. Why would this Owner need a switch
engine to do switching?” He thought about it some more. “Of course, that’s true in
Woodbourne too. I just pull the crane car there, and sometimes small freight trains.”
“There was a siding near the farm. I saw a horse corral there.” Thomas replied.
“Well, almost no sidings. Did you see any freight stations?”
But Thomas just thought of something else that had been on his mind. “Ceandoh,
where did you get those trucks? They are labeled ‘Sodor’ but they don’t look like trucks
on Sodor. On Sodor freight trucks only have four wheels.”
“Don’t know anything about them,” Ceandoh admitted. “I was just given them to
pull. Maybe they are made here, and being sold to the Owner on Sodor? I don’t know.”
“But if the Fat Controller is having to sell good and Useful engines, why would he
be buying more trucks? Expensive ones too, by the look of them.” wondered Thomas.
“Could it be that he’s selling off steam engines, but still keeping the diesels, like
James said the diesels told him?” asked Annie. “But the Fat Controller would still need
to be buying more trucks anyway. These do look better than the ones back on Sodor.”
Thomas thought about it awhile. “Yes, the Fat Controller would still need to be
buying trucks, even if he is still using steam engines. Think about it. Whenever just
about anything happened on Sodor, one or several trucks ended up being smashed.”
Thomas didn’t have a chance to discuss this further, because Clarabel whispered
that the engineer was returning, and they’d better quiet down. Once the engineer and his
fireman were aboard, Thomas and Annie and Clarabel eased out of the station.
It seemed darker; night had fallen apparently. “Uh oh,” thought Thomas. He
didn’t have a headlight, like most of the engines here. How would he see?
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Fortunately, there was enough light because of all of the lanterns and spotlights
and signals that seemed to abound in this place. Indeed, if anything, the landscape was
even prettier by night than in daylight! Eventually, Thomas found himself back where he
had started, near the Lionel City station.
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“Wow, what a place!” exclaimed Thomas.
Annie and Clarabel agreed wholeheartedly.
And then, in what seemed like an instant later, Thomas realized that he was just
waking up. He opened his eyes, eager to see his new place again. But no! There he was,
back in Girard!
Thomas thought some rather cross things to himself. Yes, he was disappointed!
Girard! What a dump! This was worse than finding himself here from Sodor! This was
so very disappointing after being in such a delightful place.

“Aww,” exclaimed Clarabel, loud enough for Thomas to hear. “I was hoping we
would stay there.”
“That owner must have bought Ceandoh, instead of us,” added Annie ruefully.
“What ever are you talking about?” James demanded.
“Oh, nothing. Nothing but a beautiful dream,” replied Annie. “I dreamed we
were in a place, a beautiful place, even nicer than Sodor!”
“Dreams, nothing!” replied James. “No such place. Nicer than Sodor indeed!
But, there’s bound to be lots of places better than here, and lots of railroads better run
than this one!”
Thomas stayed quiet. Yes, they had visited a very nice place. But, if he was
useful, and worked hard, maybe he, and the others, would get another chance to go there
again. Maybe the Owner would then be able to find someone with a nice railroad to buy
him, and Annie, and Clarabel. Maybe even James. Then, he had another thought.
Maybe if they worked hard, and were Useful, maybe they would help the Owner, and the
Station manager, build Girard into a better place, more like where they had just visited.
“This place will never look that nice,” remarked Annie sadly.
“Well, at least now we have seen what Lionel heaven looks like,” said Clarabel.
“I just know we will go to be there again someday.”
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